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Abstract
Electron emitters are essential components in many microscopy systems, including scanning electron microscopes, transmission electron microscopes, and scanning Auger microscopes. One feature of good electron emitter materials is a low surface work function. CeB₆ is one such material. Line defects seen in CeB₆ affect the work function of the emitting surface, causing the emitted electrons to have a wider spread of energies. This causes chromatic aberration, reducing the resolution of the microscope.

Background
The work function is the minimum energy needed to remove an electron from the surface to use in electron microscope systems. Crystal defects contribute to chromatic aberration by having different work function than surrounding material. By having a different work function electrons leave at different velocities and are focused at different distances, adversely affecting resolution in microscopy systems.

Surface Analysis
The technique for analyzing these surface defects was time of flight secondary mass spectrometry or TOF-SIMS. Samples are bombarded with ions which eject secondary ions which are then detected by a time of flight detector.
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Future Work
Further explore the cause of the line defects. It is suspected the water contamination depositing oxides during fabrication process but this needs to be confirmed. Possible future experiments include baking the bulk material under vacuum before production to see if this removes water and defects.
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